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Welcome to Modishli

We are living in a world filled with toxicity, yet we remain committed to
holistic health and total wellness. When deciding which brands to bring
into their lives, our audience has to ask themselves...

What brands can I trust?

At Modishli, we believe in research, truth, and nature. We share
important information about living holistically to help our audience
make informed decisions about products and recipes that will improve
their quality of life.

To our large audience of over 5,000,000+ holistically-minded
women, it's not about showing up perfect. It's about getting better
every day. 

With evidence-based research behind everything we promote, Modishli
readers believe in the products we partner with. 

We squash any uncertainties about using a holistic approach with
science, testimonials, and amazing digital content. That's what makes
Modishli one of the strongest holistic platforms to partner with.

We only work with natural, safe, honest brands. And we shine a
spotlight on them.



Our Unique Approach 

You know those fabulous but cost-prohibitive lifestyle
influencer brands such as MindBodyGreen, Awaken

With JP or ScaryMommy?  

We consistently reach their readers, for a fraction
of the cost of partnering with them directly.

How do we do it? It's simple. Through years of
advertising natural products, we've built an audience
of millions of women in the U.S. who read and follow
all the major natural health and holistic blogs,
websites, and buy their products.

When you work with us, you're getting so much more
than a couple mentions on social media and a blog
post. 

At Modishli, we take it to the next level.

We create engaging content we know will bring the
traffic your way, and put it in front of your consumers
both on and off social media (this means all over the
web, too).

We already have your customers in our captive
audiences, they are just waiting to hear about your
brand.

Followers don't matter. That's right, you read that
right. Engagement. Reach. These are the things you
should care about. The truth is, a mention or organic
post on social media by a big brand isn't what it used
to be. The algorithm favors boosted posts to
captive audiences over organic posts to followers.



"Modishli's approach to social media
changed our company's digital

presence completely. We are looking
forward to many more campaigns

together." 
-HARDY NUTRITIONALS 



Companies We Have Worked With



Our Audience 
The ever-growing Modishli captive audience is comprised of women
who believe in natural products and yet still manage to live a modern
lifestyle. They believe in researching what's best for their health when it
comes to using natural, organic products in their home, on their skin,
and for their children. They are a teachable audience, continually on
the hunt for products and solutions that bring them closer to their
holistic goals.

 Authentic. Motivated. Moms. 

What we love most about our platform is our ability to get in front of a
very specific subset of other sites' readers, and constantly grow our
reach using boosted posts. We are putting our advertising dollars to
work for you and delivering you the traffic.

We will bring these avid readers to the table for you and then ask,
"who else do you want to get in front of?"

Our platform is not focused on simply reaching our own followers or
subscribers, we use modern advertising strategies to achieve
exponential reach.
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Our Reach
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Elephant Journal
Scary Mommy
Natural Health Library 
Wellness Mama
Natural Health Magazine
Awaken With JP
Juggling The Jenkins
& more

92% of Modishli readers are women. 
These holistic ladies are...

They follow... 



Advertisment Opportunities 

Boosted Social Post
Boosted Sponsored Article

Boosted Press Release
Targeted Display Campaign 
Targeted Video Campaign



Having a third party share your website's content on social media is a
great start. Boosting those posts to your target audiences will help
increase your visibility and give you the credibility you need for growth.

We will tag you and share your post across all our social media
platforms. Then, we will boost it to your target market, sending
targeted traffic your way. The post will live on and never be removed,
and will not have off-putting disclaimers such as "partner post".

Our boosted social posts start with a reach of 100,000+ holistically-
minded women in the U.S. If you want a larger audience, we can
increase your reach or extend the boost for an incremental rate. 

Clicks on the post go to your website, so the traffic is captured by your
remarketing flow.

Boosted Social Post

RATE $1,000

This post sent nearly 10,000 new
visitors to the target website at a
cost of just 
$0.10 CPC



Hosting a well-positioned article about your brand on our website will
help you build SEO backlinks, referral traffic, and third-party credibility.
It's also an excellent way to shorten your sales cycle. 

Our strategy is to feature your brand in a super engaging blog post on
Modishli.com and boost it all over social, targeting individuals most
likely to buy your product. Our award-winning writing team will prepare
your highly engaging article and we will share it all over the web! It will
live forever on our website and never stop getting views. Plus, we will
boost it to your target audience for a month (or longer, if you want)!
Plus, all referral traffic and all sales from the article are trackable in
your Google Analytics account.

Your reach is truly unlimited with this package, but we promise at least
500,000 holistic U.S. women will see the post and that the article will be
evergreen.

Boosted Sponsored Article

RATE $3,500 

This post pushed over 50,000
readers to the article at a cost of just
$0.14 CPC and $0.01 per person
reached



Did you know most press releases are only
viewed by 300 people or less and most of
them disappear off the internet after just a
month? Your product announcements are
newsworthy, and it's time you get the
coverage you deserve!  

Our team has access to a network of over
6000 news outlets that put your press
releases in front of over 400 brands across
all digital mediums: from podcasts to blogs
and national news sites like NBC, ABC, and
Fox. Plus, boosting the release allows us to
target people who are actively looking for
what you're promoting. 

Our clients' press releases have reached 
4.4 million of your future customers so far
and are regularly picked up by the
Associated Press.

You choose the keywords and keyphrases,
we deliver the article, the placements, and
the audience to ensure you get a lot more
traction than old-fashioned press releases.

Boosted Press Release

RATE $2,500 



We design the ads (you approve)
We target your customers based on interest & behavior
You get the traffic

Have you ever noticed that you are being targeted all over the web
with display ads for products, especially ones you have talked about
with your friends or searched for online? That's what we do. 

We can put your brand in front of customers who are ready to buy, and
reach them wherever they are.

Sites where our ads are currently being shown:

Targeted Display Campaign

STARTING AT $4,000 



We'll create viral-worthy videos in hi-def that will resonate with your
audience and grow your brand awareness. These modern
"commercials" are yours to keep and use however you want with free
revisions. 

Once the video is what you want, we will boost it to your target
audience, sending all the traffic to your website. We guarantee a
minimum of 100,000 targeted views.

Targeted Video Campaign

STARTING AT $4,000
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